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Pole figures in the classical sense are defined by the integral intensities of Bragg reflections. The
conventional technique of pole figure measurement uses a single detector (usually a scintillation counter)
with a wide receiving slit where the integral intensity of a given Bragg reflection is obtained directly.
The usage of a position sensitive detector instead of a single detector allows to measure whole diffraction
profiles simultaneously. Integral intensities of the diffraction peaks can then be obtained mathematically
using peak profile analysis both on overlapped (profile deconvolution) and separated (profile fitting)
reflections.

The peak profile analysis provides, besides the integral intensity, also several other peak parameters
characterizing an individual (hkl)-reflection. These are the peak maximum intensity, peak position or
peak shift, peak width or peak shape parameters, the local peak background, as well as the fitting
error. The availability of all these peak profile parameters in each sample position allows to define
and plot new generalized "pole figures". Besides the texture information contained in the integral
intensity pole figures these generalized pole figures contain information about different other
microstructural quantities, e.g. particle size, lattice strain, diffuse scattering and amorphous phases.
Fitting error pole figures can be interpreted as a measure of the experimental accuracy and profile
fitting effectivity.
Some examples of conventional integral intensity pole figures and generalized diffraction profile

pole figures in metal and polymer samples are presented.

KEY WORDS: X-ray polycrystal diffraction, position sensitive detector, detection homogeneity, peak
profile analysis, integral intensity pole figure, generalized diffraction profile pole figures

INTRODUCTION

The majority of all experimental texture studies is carried out by means of polycrystal
diffraction and is based on the measurement of pole density distributions (pole figures),
followed by the calculation of the orientation distribution function ODF of crystallites
(Bunge, 1982). Pole figures are defined by the integral intensifies of Bragg reflections
(hkl) depending on the orientation of the diffraction vector relative to the sample
coordinate system. X-ray diffraction pole figure measurements are mostly based on the
angular dispersive method using monochromatic radiation in which several pole figures
are distinguished by their respective diffraction angles 0hU which are related to the
reflecting lattice planes (hkl) by the Bragg equation. Reflection takes place in all those
crystallites for which the diffraction condition, Eq.(1), is fulfilled

h II S _L (hkl) (1)
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where h is the crystal direction perpendicular to the lattice plane (hkl) and S is the
diffraction vector fixed by the setting of incident and reflected beam direction. All salple
directions aft} are then successively brought into the diffraction direction S in
order to measure their particular diffracted intensities. If the sample is oriented in such
a way that its direction is parallel to the diffraction vector S

y II S (2)

then the reflected intensity Ihu)(tZfl) is proportional to the volume fraction of crystallites
being in the reflection position i.e. to the (hkl)-pole density

Im)(o N(m) P(m)(cz (3)

where Nh) is the normalization factor depending on the intensity of the incident beam,
the irradiated sample volume, the reflectivity of the given lattice plane (hkl) and on
some other factors. The above equation is the basis of experimental texture analysis
(Bunge, 1986).
Texture measurements ih polycrystalline samples are carded out using a texture

diffractometer which mostly uses Bragg-Brentano focusing geometry and a flat sample
as is shown in Figure 1 (see e.g. Bunge and Puch, 1984). The sample is mounted
with its surface in the axis of the diffractometer circle whereas the X-ray source and
the radiation detector can move along this circle. The primary beam is diffracted within
a thin layer of the compact sample given by the penetration depth of the X-rays in
the sample. The lateral extension of the illuminated spot on the sample surface is
determined by the divergence of the incident beam. If this extension is small the surface
of the sample can be considered to be a part of the focusing circle, see Figure 1. All
X-rays emitted at one point of the focusing circle are thus focused into one other point
on this circle where the detector is positioned. In practice, however, deviations from
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Figure 1 Physical principles of X-ray polycrystal diffraction.
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the ideal geometry, illustrated in Figure 2, caused among others by a finite extension
of the focal spot in the X-ray tube, finite penetration depth in the sample material,
finite spectral width of the used wavelength h and a finite irradiated area of the sample,
parts of which are not on the diffraction circle, lead to peak defocalization.
As a consequence the diffracted intensity I(a)(20) is distributed over an angular range

A20 in the vicinity of the ideal focusing point given by the ideal Bragg angle 200ar
The intensity distribution over 20 may be expressed in terms of the peak profile function
b(a(20) and the integral intensity

lintIh)(20) 7h)" bm)(20) (4)

where the profile function is assumed to be normalized to unity

20hkl+A20

f
20hkl-A20

b<m)(20) d(20) 1 (5)

The integration in Eq.(5) is to be extended up to a sufficient distance 20m from the
ideal Bragg angle position 20a covering the whole peak profile. The intensity I(m)(a
in Eq.(3) is then the integral intensity of a given reflection (hkl).

intI<)(o I<h)(O]3) (6)
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Figure 2 Deviations from the ideal Bragg-Brentano focusing geometry.
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The peak profile function b0)(20) may depend on several parameters, particularly,
however on the Bragg angle and on the sample tilt angle.

PRINCIPLES OF PSD TEXTURE MEASUREMENT

A conventional texture diffractometer is equipped with a single detector usually a
scintillation counter which is mounted on the 20-circle. The single detector possesses
a receiving slit which accepts incoming radiation within an angular range of A20slit about
its central angle 20h, see Figure 3. Hence, the single detector measures an integral

I expover the intensity ,(h)limited only by the width of the used receiving slit.

20hkl+A20slit

IelddxP Iint b(m)(20)- d(20) (7)(hid)

20hkl- A2Oslit

If the receiving slit is wide enough such that the whole profile of the diffraction line
falls into it then the measured intensity is directly the integral intensity, Eq. (7). Usually
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Figure 3 Peak profile cut-off effect with increasing peak width for a finite width of the receiving
slit in the single detector method.
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this situation can be assumed at the normal sample position and at small to medium
sample tilt angles. With increasing sample tilt angle, see Figure 3, the peak profile
becomes broader and broader such that finally A20slit < A20profile. Then the integral in
Eq.(7) is smaller than unity and the integral intensity can be obtained from the measured
one only with an appropriate defocalization correction factor

lint Dth(t) (8)I) =(hkl)

The defocalization corrections Dh(t) are mostly determined experimentally using a
random specimen but they can also be computed. This method of the determination
of integral intensities can only be applied if neighbouring diffraction lines in the spectrum
are sufficiently separated such that no peak overlap occurs even at higher sample tilt
angles.
The conventional, single detector-based, pole figure measuring method can not work,

however, in complex line-rich diffraction spectra where abundant peak overlap takes
place. In this case it is necessary to measure the complete diffraction spectrum in the
required angular range A20 with a sufficient angular resolution d(20) for each sample
orientation and to apply an appropriate deconvolution procedure. This can also be
accomplished with a single detector using sufficiently narrow detector slits (e.g. 0.1)
and scanning successively the whole diffraction profile. This is, however, a very time-
consuming method because the narrow slit receives only a very low intensity and the
necessary measuring times become then unacceptably long. The only reasonable and
practicable alternative to a single detector is then to use a position sensitive detector
(PSD).
The PSD registers the diffracted intensities I(20) in a whole accessible angular range

A20 with a preset angular resolution d(20) simultaneously. The available angular range
is essentially broader than the width of the receiving slit used normally with a single
detector. The PSD is mounted on the detector arm of a conventional texture
diffractometer, Figure 4a, with its center in the middle of the detector arm which
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Figure 4a X-ray diffraction assembly with a four-circles texture goniometer and a position sensitive
detector.
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corresponds to the actual angular position 200 The detector electronics is able to
distinguish the relative position 20r within the detector where a particular X-ray photon
is detected and to count the corresponding pulses in the allocated channel of a
multichannel analyser. Furthermore, the controlling software recognizes the actual 200-
position of the detector center such that each incoming X-ray pulse is counted in the
channel corresponding to its actual 20-position.

20 200 + 20,, (9)

The detector thus "sees" an angular interval A20 at the same time as is shown in
Figure 4b. In the present diffractometer configuration the simultaneous and fully
homogeneous "viewing angle" of the detector was approximately A20 9.
With a single detector method several pole figures are measured sequentially, one

by one, with the focusing condition being strictly fulfilled for each particular Bragg-
reflection (hkl). The detector location 20 corresponds always to the peak maximum
and the diffraction vector S remains each time parallel to the sample normal direction
in the zero position. Applying a position sensitive detector, the focusing condition can
only be fulfilled for one position (one reflection) within the PSD and the non-focused
diffraction peaks are thus slightly broadened. With the particular PSD used here this
effect is, however, very small and can be neglected compared with the "natural" peak
width resulting from the divergences of incident and reflected beam used in texture
measurements (Wcislak and Bunge, 1991).
The application of the position sensitive measuring technique to texture analysis brings

certain advantages compared to the single-detector method leading to a considerable
improvement in measurement efficiency. The PSD-based measuring method is
characterized by a simultaneous detection of many Bragg-reflections, registration of
whole peak profiles in the diffraction spectrum instead of integral intensifies only,
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Figure 4b X-ray diffraction measuring geometry for fiat samples with the application of a linear
position sensitive detector.
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increase of counting statistics and minimization of measuring error, decrease of global
measuring time, simultaneous determination and reliable elimination of background
scattering as well as elimination and compensation of measuring errors based on an
insufficient device or sample adjustment.

EVALUATION OF PSD DIFFRACTION SPECTRA

The measurement of X-ray diffraction spectra based on the application of location
sensitive detecting technique can be realized in various detector operating modes, i.e.
in a stationary, stepwise stationary, and moving detector mode (Wcislak et al., 1992).
The final result of each PSD run with any of these scanning modes is always a continuous
20 diffraction spectrum with a preset angular resolution d(20) taken for a given sample
orientation to, Z, tp}. Texture measurement with a position sensitive detector bases
thus on the numerical evaluation of diffraction spectra 1(20, {to, Z, tp}). The spectra
have to be evaluated in two respects, namely the goniometer angles {to, Z, tp} have
to be transformed into the pole figure angles aft} and the spectrum over 20 has to
be evaluated for the required integral intensities Ik (aft) (Wcislak et al., 1993). These
two operations can be usually carded out independent of each other. Hence, it is needed
only to consider the diffraction spectra 1(20) (independent of to, Z, tp}) and to evaluate
them for integral intensities.
When the different diffraction peaks are sufficiently separated from each other integral

intensifies can be obtained by simple integrating over the peak profile.

20hkl/a20max

J Im)(20) d(20) (10)Imint
2ehkl- A20max

This method is completely equivalent to the single detector method only that now the
integration is carded out "mathematically" whereas in the single detector method it
is done "physically" by the detector receiving slit.

In Eq. (4) the peak profile function bhu)(20) was not further specified. It may, however,
be assumed that it can be expressed in a relatively simple mathematical form which
depends only on a few parameters. Particular functions which can be used to describe
diffraction profiles are the Gauss function f, the Cauchy function fc and the Pseudo-
Voigt function fPV having the following forms (Parrish and Huang, 1980)

b= f(x, 0") I0. exp(-l%x2) 1% ln2/(0"/2) (11)

bC= fC(x, o’) I0/(1 + kcx2) ;kc 1/(o’/2)

bpv fPV(r/) [r/ f6 + (l-r/) fc] 0 < r/ < 1

where the argument x is defined as the local distance from the centre of the peak at
20i, x 20- 20 and the parameter o-describes the full peak width at half maximum
(FWHM). The Pseudo-Voigt function possesses a further shape factor r/which is defined
as a weighting factor between the Gauss and Cauchy function.
With one of these functions the intensity distribution Ii(20) of any diffraction peak

in the spectrum can be modelled in the form

I’l(20) B(20) + Int bimdel(20)20i, (12)
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where B(20) is the background value in the vicinity of Bragg-angle 20i. We have written
the index instead of (hkl) as in Eq. (4) thereby admitting that the peak in the spectrum
may be composed of several (hkl) having the same Bragg-angle.

If the spectrum contains more than one peak at different central 20 angles (consisting
of one or several (hkl) each) then the model spectrum has the form

I mdel (20) B(20) + Z Ipt- b imodel(2 (13)

The model spectrum is fitted to the experimental one Fxp(20) according to the least
squares condition.

20max

[IXp(20) Imdl(20)]2 d(20) min(Ii,2Oi, rri) (14)

The minimum is taken with respect to the peak profile parameters i.e. the peak positions
20i, the peak heights I and the peak half-widths rri. The use of the index for a certain
peak rather then (hkl) emphasizes once more, that it is not altogether necessary to know
the indices (hkl) in order to solve the above equation. One peak may consist of several
(hkl) and even, in the case of multiphase spectra, it may contain peaks of several phases.

In Eq.(14) the minimum is assumed under the variability of all parameters of the
model function. It may, however, be meaningful to keep some of the parameters fixed
as far as they are known beforehand. The following situations are to be considered:

Unknown Diffraction Spectrum

The peak positions and their half-widths in the spectrum are not exactly known. In
this case all profile parameters, i.e. B(20), Ii, 20i, rr are variable in Eq.(14). This
situation can be encountered when texture analysis of an unknown material is started.
Usually it will be necessary to know the crystal structures of the phases in the material.
Hence, the peak sequence 20 in the spectrum should be known in principle. But it
may be that the values 20 are not exact enough to rely on them absolutely. The same
may be assumed in this case for the half-widths of the peaks.

Texture Analysis

After the preliminary measurements with a new material, it may be assumed that the
peak positions 20 are known. If the texture goniometer is well adjusted then the 20i-
values should be independent of the Eulerian cradle angles t0, Z, tp} The individual
spectra for individual sample angles can then be analysed by minimizing Eq. (14) under
the assumption:

20 are known and constant for all involved reflections,

B(20), Ii, are variable.

Reduced Texture Analys&

Finally it may be assumed that the half-widths tr depend only on the sample tilt angle
i.e. are known functions of the pole figure angle c. In this case it can be put:
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20 const, tr tri(a), and only the remaining parameters

-B(20), I are variable.

This case may be assumed to be applicable in routine texture analysis.

In XRD texture analysis usually no monochromators are used. Rather, only a ka-
filter is being applied. Hence, a certain amount of white radiation with some intensity
of ka-radiation is still present in the primary beam. This spectrum is "Bragg-reflected"
at all involved lattice planes considering their reflectivity, pole density, absorption and
other intensity factors. This constitutes one part of the background of the diffraction
spectrum. Other parts of the background may be due to sample fluorescence, air
scattering of X-rays, diffuse scattering in the sample and other contributions.

PEAK PROFILE FITTING PROCEDURE

As was already mentioned the diffraction peak profile depends on many variables such
as intensity distribution in the focal spot of the X-ray tube, all divergences of the
diffractometer, the penetration depth in the sample and others. From a practical point
of view it is sufficient to determine the peak profile experimentally. For the separation
of overlapping peaks the best fitting shape must be known and peak width should be
expressed in terms of only one free parameter. For this purpose, three types of profile
functions for symmetrical reflections, i.e. the above defined Gauss, Cauchy and Pseudo-
Voigt functions, were tested.
The angular intervals within a diffraction spectrum fixed for the fitting procedure

are relatively narrow (a range of a few degrees is a typical one), so that the provided
graphic documentation of the fitting procedure displays normally a lot of profile details,
see Figure 5. This figure illustrates the fitting process of a single, well-separated peak
in the diffraction spectrum. The (111)-reflection taken from a random copper sample
in the back-reflection method and PSD stationary mode was processed. The crosses
represent the measured intensity values interpolated by the fitting curve. The distribution
of the peak profile itself, free of background, as well as the difference curve with the
discrepancy area is also depicted. This latter function illustrates graphicly the
effectiveness of the fitting procedure. The relative fitting error (FE) is defined by
Eq.(15) using the absolute values of the intensity deviation.

20max

f IWP(20) Ima(20)l d(20)
2Omin

FE[%I 00 (51
20max

f 1I*"’(20) I’=(20)1 d(20)
2Omin

where Iexp are the experimentally determined intensities, Imd are the theoretical intensities
calculated from the model functions, Ibac are the local background values and the term
d(20) is an integration element corresponding to the detection resolving power. The
value of the fitting error depends, of course, on the chosen fitting interval (20,
20m) and fitting error values must thus be compared only within identical integration
intervals. The usefulness of several fitting functions in the profile analysis for raw
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Figure 5 Graphic documentation of the profile fitting procedure displaying several profile details.

diffraction data obtained with the PSD/MCA method was carefully examined. Various
samples (random and strongly textured) from materials with different crystals structures
and for different (hkl)-reflections lying in the low, medium and high 20-ranges were
subject to analysis to find out the best fitting curve. It was found that:

The profile fitting efficiency is independent of the data acquisition way (data obtained
with the PSD working in stationary or moving detector mode).

Independently of the 20-range the Gauss curve fG gives the best fitting results (the
lowest fitting errors) compared to the Cauchy fc and standard Pseudo-Voigt fPv
(r/= 0.5) fitting functions, see details in Figure 6. Profile fitting procedures using
different model functions were performed on the same data set of one well-separated
(111)-reflection taken from a random copper powder sample.

Further considerable improvement in the profile fitting accuracy is achieved by the
activation of the weighting factor r/ in the Pseudo-Voigt fitting function and the
consideration of the koa radiation component. The positive influence of these factors
on the fitting procedure accuracy is illustrated in Figure 7 for some (hkl)-reflections
representative for low, medium and high Bragg angles, respectively. Profile fitting
procedures were carried out on particular well-separated reflections, (111), (222) and
(420) respectively, taken in the PSD stationary mode from a random copper powder
sample.

The influence of r/in the Pseudo-Voigt function on the fitting accuracy is especially
distinct at low Bragg angles, see Figure 7a, bringing an improvement of nearly 100%
(the relative fitting error decreases almost by factor 2) for fPV (r/= 0.85). The positive
influence of r/ on the fitting efficiency for medium Bragg angles is weaker, but
it is still nearly 25%, see Figure 7b.
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Figure 6 Peak profile fitting effectivity using different standard model functions on the same data
set taken from a random copper sample.

The influence of the k2-component on the fitting accuracy for low and medium
Bragg angles is rather weak and can be, in many cases, simply neglected, see
Figure 7a and Figure 7b. On the other hand its influence on the fitting efficiency
for high Bragg angles is tremendous (accuracy improvement by several hundred
percent), see Figure 7c. In other words, a reliable effective profile fitting without
the consideration of the k,a-component is, for higher Bragg angles, practically
impossible.

The results of the above tests of profile fitting effectiveness are summarized in Figure
8 which shows the fitting error values as a function of Bragg angles without and
with the consideration of the weighting factor r/ and the k2 radiation component.
It is clearly seen that the consideration of the weighting factor significantly improves
the fitting accuracy for low Bragg angles and the consideration of the k component
extends the possibility of effective profile analysis for higher Bragg angles. Hence,
the Pseudo-Voigt function with an optimum weighting factor and the consideration
of the line doublet should be used as the best fitting procedure.

From the point of view of pole figure measurement based on the integral intensities
of peaks it is also very important to know, how the peak fitting quality depends on
the sample tilt angle (increasing defocalization and peak broadening). It was found that
each fitting function works the better the broader the peak profiles are. This is clearly
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seen in Figure 9 showing the fitting procedure for the (111)-reflection of a random
copper sample taken at three different sample tilt angles. The Pseudo-Voigt function
with the consideration of optimum weighting factor and line doublet was applied. One
sees that the diffraction line is excellently fitted with decreasing fitting error at increasing
sample tilt. Due to increasing defocalization effects with increasing sample tilt the peak
maximum intensity decreases and simultaneously the peak width increases. On the other
hand, the integral intensity (peak area) remains practically constant within the measuring
error of +3%. This means that the PSD-based pole figure measurement with the
employment of profile analysis can be successfully realized without the involvement
of time-consuming and faulty defocalization corrections (Wcislak et al., 1993).
The optimum profile parameters of several peaks from Figure 9 (three exemplary

sample flits) provided by the profile fitting procedure based on the optimized Pseudo-
Voigt function are put together in Table 1.

DIFFRACTION PROFILE POLE FIGURES

Permitting the variability of all profile parameters of an individual (hkl)-reflection during
the iterative minimization of Eq.(14), the profile fitting procedure provides their
optimum values. The following peak profile parameters are thus obtained; the peak
intensity Ihu, the peak position 20m, the peak half-width O’hkl as well as the most
reliable local background level Bthu in the vicinity of Bragg-reflection (hkl). Having
the optimum peak profile parameters and knowing the analytical form of fitting function
the most accurate value of integral intensity (peak area) IIhu Can be calculated. The
effectiveness of each profile fitting procedure is then characterized by the minimum

minfitting error -h according to Eq.(15).
The availability of all these optimized parameters of a given diffraction profile in

each sample orientation t0, X, tp} allows to define and construct new generalized
diffraction profile "pole figures". Besides the conventional integral intensity pole figures
(IIPF) the following new kinds of pole figures can be considered; peak maximum
intensity pole figures (PIPE), peak position pole figures (PPPF), peak width pole figures
(PWPF), background level pole figures (BLPF) and fitting error pole figures (FEPF)
(peak position pole figures correspond to lattice strain pole figures, see e.g. Hoffmann
et al. 1986).

Table 1 Optimum peak profile parameters of a random sample provided
by the profile fitting procedure

(lll)-reflection ot 0 ot 40 ot 70

Peak intensity 12309 5575 2902

Peak position 43.29 43.28 43.27

Peak FWHM 0.31 0.72 1.39

Peak area 43584 43705 42985

Background level 1275 1284 1265

Fitting error 1.66% 1.13% 1.01%
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Figure 7 Peak profile fitting using the Pseudo-Voigt function with the consideration of the weighting
factor r/ and the line doublet otJa for a random copper sample

a) low Bragg angle (1 ll)-reflection.
b) medium Bragg angle (222)-reflection.

-c) high Bragg angle (420)-reflection.
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Figure 9 Pseudo-Voigt fitting procedure for the (111)-reflection of a random copper sample taken
at three different sample tilt angles.
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The applicability of the PSD measuring technique and the effectiveness of the peak
profile analysis for the determination of diffraction profile pole figures was tested with
the well-known rolling texture of copper. The PSD was used "conventionally" i.e. it
was controlled in such a way that its center was always located exactly in the (hkl)-
reflection position. With these conditions no coordinate transformations between the
goniometer angles and pole figure angles were needed. The diffraction spectrum
containing the (111)-reflection of a 95% cold-rolled copper sheet was measured. The
sample was taken from a rolled sheet of 2 mm thickness, the middle plane of which
was analysed.
The required diffraction spectra were measured in the PSD stationary mode using

the normal pole figure scanning schedule of Act 5 and Aft 5 up to the sample
tilt of ctmax 70" In each diffraction spectrum taken in the sample position {ct,fl} the
profile fitting procedure was carried out providing the optimum peak profile parameters.
The fitting procedure used was based on the Pseudo-Voigt function taking into account
the line doublet and applying the optimum weighting factor r/bringing the lowest fitting
error.

All peak profile parameters can then be plotted as diffraction profile pole figures.
The results are presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11 for the (111) -reflection expressed
in absolute values of a given quantity without any normalization procedure. The
diffraction profile pole figures are demonstrated either in the normally applied iso-line
presentation or in the iso-colour (grey colours scale) presentation. The iso-line
presentation provides much more details and can be easier interpreted quantitatively.
On the other hand, the iso-colour presentation gives a better image about the position

(1111

i 7033

6?3320

631877

548391

465105

381819

298534

215248

131962

48878

(111)

Min 7033

673320

Figure 10 The conventional integral intensity pole figure of the (111)-reflection of a cold-rolled copper
sheet shown both in the iso-line and iso-colour presentation expressed in absolute values without
normalization procedure.
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Figure 11 Generalized diffraction profile pole figures of the copper sheet of Figure 10, shown in
the iso-colour presentation expressed in absolute values

a) peak maximum intensity.
b) peak position.

-c) peak width.
-d) background level.
-e) fitting error.
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of local maxima and minima within each pole figure. Figure 10 shows the conventional
integral intensity pole figure (both in the iso-line and iso-colour presentation) containing
the texture information of the sample. Figure l la to Figure lie illustrate the peak
maximum intensity, peak position, peak width, background level and fitting error pole
figures, respectively, in the iso-colour presentation.

In an other experiment the determination of diffraction profile pole figures was tested
with a polymer sample. Texture analysis in polymers is significantly more complicated
as compared to metallic materials. Whereas metals are completely crystalline, polymers
may contain considerable amounts of non-crystalline structure. This leads to relatively
weak diffracted intensities and low peak-to-background ratios. With lower crystal
symmetries and higher lattice parameters the polymers are also characterized by more
complicated peak-rich diffraction spectra.
A 0.55 mm thick polyethylene sample with orthorhombic crystal symmetry was used

in this test. The measurements of diffraction spectra were performed in the PSD moving
mode and back-reflection technique. Figure 12 shows the diffraction spectrum taken
in the normal zero-flit sample position in the whole relevant angular range. The PSD
was then moved in the 20-range of (15 30) with the constant angular velocity of
30/min. This part of the diffraction spectrum contains two close-lying but not
overlapped reflections (110) and (200). The diffraction spectra containing the
investigated pair of reflections were measured using the normal pole figure scanning
schedule of Atx 5 and Aft 5 up to tXma 70. In each diffraction spectrum, taken
in the appropriate sample position, the profile fitting procedure was performed to obtain
the optimum profile parameters of both reflections. The applied fitting procedure was
based again on the Pseudo-Voigt function considering the line doublet and optimum
weighting factor. The fitting procedure was performed in one fitting interval containing
two separate reflections (110) and (200). This results in the optimum peak profile
parameters related with both reflections separately and the optimum values of
background and fitting error characteristic for the common fitting interval. The peak
profile parameters were then plotted in the form of pole figures.
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0.838 5.901 4.436 3.559 2.976 2.582 2.52 2.013 J..83 1.668 1.541

2THETA / d-VALUE

Figure 12 Diffraction spectrum of a polyethylene sample taken in the PSD moving mode with the
scanning speed of 30/min in the normal zero-tilt sample position.
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The results are demonstrated in the iso-line and iso-colour presentation respectively
with contour levels expressed in absolute values without normalization. Figure 13 shows
the conventional integral intensity pole figures of both reflections (110) and (200). Next
figures 14a and 14b illustrate the peak position and peak width pole figures, respectively
also for both reflections (110) and (200). Finally Figure 15 shows the background level
and fitting error pole figures related with the fitting interval common for both reflections
(110) and (200).
The conventional integral intensity pole figures contain the texture information of

the specimen. The new "generation" of pole figures based on the optimum diffraction
profile parameters contain also information about different other microstructural
quantities. Particularly, the peak width pole figures are related to particle size studies,
the peak position pole figures to lattice strain investigations and the background level
pole figures to the analysis of amorphous phases or diffuse scattering. Besides that
also different instrumental factors can be estimated and better separated from the sample
effects. For instance, peak shift pole figures can be considered as a test of mechanical
adjustment of the diffractometer and precision of sample preparation. Hence, a further
evaluation of the obtained diffraction profile pole figures is necessary. This is particularly
obvious in the peak-width pole figure, Figure lc, which contains the greatest
"instrumental part" due to sample tilt, In general the separation of "instrumental" and
"physical" parts in the peak profile pole figures is not trivial. But this will not be
considered in the present paper. Fitting error pole figures can be interpreted as a measure
of global effectivity of the applied fitting procedure (raw data quality, kind of fitting
function, number of admitted iteration steps and others). The conventional integral

22912
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73750
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2N’1’ ZIZBZ
(200)

G56

239844

Figure 13 The conventional integral intensity pole figures of both reflections (110) and (200) of
a polyethylene sample in the iso-line presentation expressed in absolute values.
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Figure 14 Generalized diffraction profile pole figures of the polyethylene sample of Figure 13, shown
in iso-colour presentation expressed in absolute values
-a) peak position..
-b) peak width.

intensity pole figures can then be "tagged" with the fitting error as a "weighting factor"
for ODF calculation.

CONCLUSIONS

An advanced measuring-analysing method for the determination of new generalized pole
figures based on the diffraction profile parameters was developed. The usage of a
position sensitive detector for diffraction measurements enables a simultaneous
registration of some part of the spectrum and a discrete data assignment in the
multichannel analyser. The availability of the complete diffraction pattern allows the
profile analysis in the spectrum both on overlapped (profile deconvolution) and separated
(profile fitting) reflections. The peak profile analysis provides the optimized peak profile
parameters characterizing an individual (hkl) reflection. All these peak profile parameters
are available in each sample position allowing the construction of generalized diffraction
profile pole figures. These are the peak maximum intensity, peak position, peak width,
local background and fitting error pole figures as well as the normally used integral
intensity pole figures. These new pole figures contain valuable information about
different microstructural quantities of the material. It may be forseen that they will
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Figure 15 The background level and fitting error pole figures related with the fitting interval common
for both reflections (110) and (200) in the iso-colour presentation expressed in absolute values.

find various applications in different fields of X-ray diffraction analysis as a competent
investigation tool.
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